Compensation Programs
Have a Lot to Say –
Let’s Listen Closely
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Margaret O’Hanlon
Margaret helps turn great Human Resource ideas into valuable business results
through employee communications and change management. She has over twenty
years of experience in compensation, performance management and career
development program implementations. Before founding the boutique firm,
re:Think Consulting, Margaret was a Principal in organizational communication with
Towers Watson, a global human resource management consulting firm. She joins the
straight talk, original thinking and caffeinated conversation on all things compensation
at the Compensation Café blog.
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Elements of Compensation
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Total Rewards model

Overview of reward elements
“This is the value
of you being a
member of the
organization”

Benefits

Stable,
Enduring

“This is
the ongoing
value of your
role to the
organization”

Base Salary

“This is the
value of your
results in this
period”

Incentive Pay

“This is the value
of your
contribution to a
particular
initiative”

Recognition

Flexible,
Volatile

Business Strategy and Culture Should Drive Compensation Mix
The Hay Group
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Evolution of concept of rewards

1930 – 1950
Formalization
Under such acts as
FLS A and NLRA
pay is formalized
and regulated. Pay
practices start to be
consistent across the
market.

1950 – 1960
Base Pay is King
Post war growth
builds strong
companies,
Generating “job for
life” mentality. Pay
is based on
promotion..

1960 – 1970
Introduction of
Variable Pay
Changes in tax codes
and a renewed
emphasis on market
performance leads to
a broader
introduction of
variable pay.

1970 – 1980
Increased Diversity
Growth of diversity
in the workplace and
difficult economic
times creates greater
prevalence of
alternative work
arrangements .

1980 – 1990
Emergence of
Variable Pay
Strong economic
activity as well as
skill growth of baby
boomers leads to
variable pay taking
the lead in
compensation
packages .

Benefits/
WorkLife
Equity

Equity

Variable
Pay

Variable Pay

Base
Pay

Base Pay

Variable Pay
Base Pay

Variable Pay
Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Prevalence

Variable
Pay

Over the last seventy years, the concept of rewards has become increasingly sophisticated. The
resulting challenge for organizations is to integrate all parts of rewards to get more “bang for the buck.”

1990 – 2000
Stake in the
Business
The Internet boom
and introduction of
Generation X into
the workpla ce fuel
emphasi s in equity
incentives and
work life issues .

Total Rewards
Complete Rewards
High cost of
benefits, pending
retirement of Baby
Boomers and other
pressures place more
emphasis on total
rewards. Employees
are more likely to
have input on their
pay practices.

The Hay Group

Important terms








Salary grade: A level of the salary structure that is
shared by jobs with market pay rates that cluster
together
Salary range: Defines the pay opportunities within a
salary grade
Learning curve: The time it takes to become fully
proficient in a job
Performance: The results employees achieve and
their level of competency in achieving them
Compa-ratio: Employee’s salary compared to the
midpoint of their salary range
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Salary structures are made up of
salary grades and ranges
Grade 7
min

max

Grade 6
min

max

Grade 5
min

max

Grade 4
min

max

Grade 3
min

max

Grade 2
min

max

Grade 1
min
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max

Calculating a competitive salary range
Primary purpose of researching competitive
survey data is to determine a range of pay
rather than a fixed salary amount

Below Market
$
Minimum
Salary

Above Market

$
Market
Midpoint

Salary range built from here
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$
Maximum
Salary

Salary ranges communicate pay,
development and career information

Entry
$
Minimum
Salary





Target
$
Market
Midpoint

Premium
$
Maximum
Salary

Entry: Inexperienced new hire or recent promotion
Market “Target”: Fully experienced and qualified employees
Premium: Small number of employees whose ongoing value to the
company warrants being paid above-market salaries

Pay for performance: How to move through the range based on
performance, better performance, move up faster
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Width of a salary range communicates
career information



Minimum to maximum range spread widens as you
move up in the salary structure
• At higher levels, there are typically fewer promotions and
consequently fewer opportunities to move to a higher
grade

• Wider range allows incumbents to remain in positions
longer and receive salary increases without exceeding the
maximum
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Salary range width illustration
Grade 7
min

max

Grade 6
min

max

Grade 5
min

max

Grade 4
min

max

Competitive Range
Rules-of-thumb

Grade 3
min

max

Grade 2
min

max

Grade 1
min
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max

• Executives

+/- 20%

• Managers

+/- 15%

• Professionals

+/- 15%

• Hourly

+/- 10%

Evaluating compensation competitiveness

 Two important comparisons of your company to
market:

• Pay mix – Which compensation elements do we
use and in what proportions?

• Pay levels – What is the dollar value of our
compensation packages?
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Our pay mix vs. market
Side-by-side comparison of your employee’s pay package composition and market
Base Salary

Annual Incentive

Long-Term Incentive

100%

9%
90%

19%

21%

8%

9%

4%

15%

17%

24%

26%

11%

11%

19%

21%

80%

15%
13%
24%

70%

21%

17%

7%

60%

50%

81%

59%

60%

Employee
2

Market

67%

Market

58%

Market

67%
30%

69%

Employee
3

40%

81%

77%

71%

20%

10%

Market

Employee
5

Market

Employee
4

Employee
1

0%
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What does the pay mix communicate ?
Pay mix: Defines proportion of total compensation delivered in a
guaranteed base salary and proportion “at risk”, with payout
contingent on company, individual and/or department performance

Long-Term
Incentives
17%

Pay packages should reflect the degree
of influence the position can reasonably
exert over the performance criteria
associated with each pay component

Bonus
19%

Base Salary
41%
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Evolution of concept of rewards

1930 – 1950
Formalization
Under such acts as
FLS A and NLRA
pay is formalized
and regulated. Pay
practices start to be
consistent across the
market.

1950 – 1960
Base Pay is King
Post war growth
builds strong
companies,
Generating “job for
life” mentality. Pay
is based on
promotion..

1960 – 1970
Introduction of
Variable Pay
Changes in tax codes
and a renewed
emphasis on market
performance leads to
a broader
introduction of
variable pay.

1970 – 1980
Increased Diversity
Growth of diversity
in the workplace and
difficult economic
times creates greater
prevalence of
alternative work
arrangements .

1980 – 1990
Emergence of
Variable Pay
Strong economic
activity as well as
skill growth of baby
boomers leads to
variable pay taking
the lead in
compensation
packages .

Benefits/
WorkLife
Equity

Equity

Variable
Pay

Variable Pay

Base
Pay

Base Pay

Variable Pay
Base Pay

Variable Pay
Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Prevalence

Variable
Pay

Over the last seventy years, the concept of rewards has become increasingly sophisticated. The
resulting challenge for organizations is to integrate all parts of rewards to get more “bang for the buck.”

1990 – 2000
Stake in the
Business
The Internet boom
and introduction of
Generation X into
the workpla ce fuel
emphasi s in equity
incentives and
work life issues .

Total Rewards
Complete Rewards
High cost of
benefits, pending
retirement of Baby
Boomers and other
pressures place more
emphasis on total
rewards. Employees
are more likely to
have input on their
pay practices.

The Hay Group

Everything You Do
in Compensation
Is Communications!
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So many people are involved in
the compensation process!
HR
Compensation
Executives
Legal

Executives
Div. Heads
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Dept. Heads
Managers
Employees

Everything we do is interpreted by them
HR
Compensation
Executives
Legal

Design +
Documentation
(Facts)

Management +
Motivation
Executives
Div. Heads
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(Conversations)

Implementation
+ Measurement
(Actions)

Dept. Heads
Managers
Employees

“ Start early on communications . . .
What we’ve learned is if we get all of our design
ready and we wait until the end to write our
communications, we often realize that we would
have designed some things differently . . .”
Tracy Kofski, VP Compensation and Benefits
Best Practices: Total Rewards Communication at General Mills
Interview by Marcia Rhodes, WorldatWork
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Identify
Adapt design problems and
describe
and
solutions
implementation
plan to
upcoming year

Measure
program
results

Executives
and managers
implement
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Preliminary
design

Test design

Turn design
into
implementation
plan

Finalize design
and
documentation

How much time and resources can you
realistically invest in implementation?
Do you want your
employees to?

Understand
Be
Aware
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Pursue a
newPursue
plan of a
new plan
of action
Accept
responsibility
for results

Act as
business
partner

Compensation communications affect your
Total Return to Shareholders

Companies with
HIGHLY effective
communication
programs

$100

$130

In 2004

Return to
Shareholders
in 2009
2009/2010 Communication ROI Study Report
TowersWatson
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What the future will look like!
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Is pay a cost or an investment?
Our organization regularly
measures the return on its
total reward investment
80%
80%

20%
60%

40%

20%

Current
focus
%%
current
focus

57%
0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%
80%

Greaterfocus
focusininfuture
future
%%
greater
The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group

Why do we care?


If pay is a cost, the obvious goal is to minimize it



If pay is an investment, the obvious goal is to optimize it

So, organizations, managers and the HR function are likely to
behave quite differently depending on their view
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Where we are going next

FROM

TO

Base pay program management

Variable pay program management

Focus on tangible rewards

Career development, culture, recognition

Primarily management perspective

Management AND employee perspectives

The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group
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Future focus areas in pay-for-performance
1. Multiple and differentiated rewards (tangible and
intangible), increasingly channeled to top performers and
high potentials in key roles
2. Building line management skills in setting goals, coaching
performance and recognizing and rewarding performance
3. Clarifying what performance really means
4. Balancing individual, team and enterprise targets for
variable pay
5. Aligning, communicating and reinforcing individual goals
and targets to overall strategy
The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group
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A delicate balance – global vs. local

 Reward becoming increasingly centralized
•
•
•
•

More focus on managing reward investments centrally
Use of IT applications to increase standardization and reduce costs
Increased regulations, compliance, and shareholder scrutiny
Greater consistency in performance metrics and rewards across
businesses
• Focus on simplicity, communications, and ease of administration
• A desire to more rapidly achieve business strategy

 Causing organizations to address
• Reward strategy and governance
• Reward program design
• Reward implementation and communication
The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group
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How These
Trends Will Impact
Our Careers
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The future focus
Managing the
cost base

1
Pay
differentiation

4

Aligned reward
strategy

2
Total rewards

5

Pay for
performance

3
Implementation/
communication

6
The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group
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Changing expectations of reward professionals
Business
acumen

Awareness of business issues and opportunities and how they impact
organization performance, human capital and reward programs

Consulting

Achieving results via influence and persuasion vs. formal organization
authority

Total rewards

Better understanding employee needs and optimizing reward mix and
leveraging motivational value of the suite of intangible rewards

HR Marketing

Increased use of marketing techniques in creating, deploying and sustain
reward and performance “brand equity”

The Changing Face of Reward
The Hay Group
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Turn your great HR ideas into
business results with . . .
Total
Total Rewards
Rewards communications,
communications, implementation
implementation
and
and change
change management
management
Compensation,
Compensation,performance
performance management
management and
and
career
career development
development strategies
strategies
Writing,
Writing, media,
media, training
training and
and research
research design
design and
and
development
development

Margaret O’Hanlon . Founder and Principal
(415) 457 3774
mohanlon@rethinkconsulting.com
www.rethinkconsulting.com
#OHanlonHere

